
FusionHairExtension
MAINTENANCE

with the pads of your fingers in a downward
motion, gently getting around the attachment

area. Wait 48 hours after application to
shampoo! 

Avoid conditioner on your attachment
area, focus on the ends.

AVOID CONDITIONER

You can create matting and make your extensions
get a mildew smell at the root. Sleep with your hair

in a braid.

NEVER GO TO SLEEP WITH WET HAIR 

Flat irons/curling irons make sure to apply
below your extension attachment.

STYLING TOOLS

NEVER let SUNCREEN, oils, or tanning products
come into contact with your extensions. Put

your hair up if it's on your body because it will
cause a discoloration to your extensions.

NO SUNSCREEN

BRUSH 2X a day from ROOTS to ends. Brushing
the extension attachment at the root is the most

important. It will ensure you don't get matting.

BRUSH 2 TIMES A DAY
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WASH YOUR HAIR
 



Fusion Hair Extension
MAINTENANCE

Always get your hair wet first and
preferably apply conditioner before
entering the water. When your done
swimming be sure to shower out the

chemicals right away and blow Dry your
extensions so your hair doesn't stay

wet for too many hours. I do not
recommend submerging your hair too

often.
 

Extension loss is 💯 normal. We shed 50
to 150 hairs per day naturally. You can

expect loosing a couple strands of
keratin or less hair attached to your

method. That's why proper maintaince is
key so you never let the hair dwindle

down to too little hair for the weight of
the extension attachment. It will
compromise your natural hair.

 

EXTENSION LOSS
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SALT WATER + POOLS 💦
 
 

I recommend the following products to
use on your hair extensions. Kevin

Murphy young again oil, Ever smooth,
fresh hair dry shampoo , leave-in repair,

shimmer me blonde, smooth again,
young again Dry conditioner, and

sessions spray. Proper products ensure
longevity for your hair extensions. All
Kevin Murphy products have a degree

of heat protecting to them and are
incredibly nourishing.

 

RECOMMENDED PRODUCT


